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Abstract

The metal-metal interaction in policarbonyl metal clusters remains one of the most

challenging and controversial issues in metal-organic chemistry, being at heart of a

generalized understanding of chemical bonding and of specific applications of these

molecules. In this work, the interacting quantum atoms (IQA) approach is used to

study the metal-metal interaction in dimetal polycarbonyl dimers, analysing bridged

(Co2(CO)8)), semi-bridged ([FeCo(CO)8]
−) and unbridged (Co2(CO)8, [Fe2(CO)8]

2−)

clusters. In all systems, a delocalized covalent bond is found to occur, involving the

metals and the carbonyls, but the global stability of the dimers mainly originates from

the coulombic attraction between the metals and the oxygens.
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Introduction

After the discovery of the first dimetal polycarbonyl M2(CO)n molecules, Fe2(CO)9
1 and

Mn2(CO)10,1–3 a vivid debate started concerning the existence and the nature of direct

metal-metal (MM) chemical bonds. Although chemical intuition (here conveyed by the so-

called 18-electron rule) and the observed MM distances in M2(CO)n systems would suggest

the presence of single, localized MM bonds,4 it was soon recognized that such a simplified

scheme cannot correctly explain this bonding, which actually originates from the interplay

of more valence bond configurations. The complexity of the interactions increases when one

or more carbonyl ligands bridge two metals (supported MM bond), and the presence of a

direct MM bond is in fact more questionable.5 Despite the diamagnetic nature of Fe2(CO)9

and its short MM distance (2.523 Å), many theoretical studies over the years have excluded

a "localized" two-center-two-electrons (2c2e) bond,6 although this remains matter of dis-

cussion.7 Furthermore, early experimental8 and theoretical9 studies on Mn2(CO)10 raised

some doubts about the presence of a direct MM bond even in systems without bridging

carbonyls (unsupported MM bond), justifying the stability of this compound with favorable

1,3 Mn...CO interactions.10 In order to ascertain which force plays in fact the major role

in stabilizing a cluster, accurate calculations and energy partitioning are necessary, but this

was not possible at the time of those investigations.

A breakthrough occurred when the Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM)11

could be applied to study these molecules.12 In principle, QTAIM is an unbiased method

to analyze the chemical bond between two atoms, through a topological analysis of the

electron density distribution, which is an observable and therefore it can be determined also

experimentally.13 A sufficient and necessary condition for a pair of atoms to be bonded is

the existence of a bond path linking them,11 implying the presence of a bond critical point

(BCP) between the interconnected nuclei. However, although the BCP is an observable,

the interpretation of the bond path in "chemical terms" may be not so immediate and the

nature itself of a direct MM bond (if present) is not unambiguous.
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In the first analyses reported in the literature, it was found that while molecules with

unsupported MM bonds always feature a MM BCP, molecules with at least one bridging

or semi-bridging carbonyl ligand lack of a MM BCP, with only few exceptions,14 that are

however controversial.15 For example, although the 18-electron rule predicts a direct bond in

the bridged isomer of Co2(CO)8, no BCP was found between the two cobalt atoms.16 This

automatically rules out a direct MM bond12 and raises the question how to quantify the

electron localization or delocalization in a bond. A generalization to other kinds of bridges

is not so easy: Overgaard et al.17–19 showed that the correct molecular graph may be difficult

to ascertain in M2C rings, especially from experimental electron densities.

On the other hand, even for unsupported MM bonds, the low values of electron density

and Laplacian at the MM BCP produced somewhat ambiguous interpretation of the nature

of this bond.20 It became clear that a "traditional" QTAIM analysis, i.e. based only on

the topology of the electron density distribution, was not sufficient to solve the dilemma

and additional speculation was necessary. The more controversial case was the unsupported

MM bond in Mn2(CO)10. Different hypotheses were proposed concerning the nature of the

apparently direct MM bond. Both Bianchi20 and Farrugia21 measured experimentally the

electron density ρ and analyzed the MM bond in terms of its Laplacian, ∇2ρ, typically used

to classify bonds within QTAIM framework. Both studies found the BCP between the two

metals and very similar values of ρbcp and∇2ρbcp. However, while Bianchi et al. classified the

Mn-Mn interaction as closed-shell ("intermediate between ionic and covalent")22 because of

the positive ∇2ρbcp, Farrugia used a more comprehensive analysis to conclude that the bond

is instead covalent. Many other studies demonstrated that ∇2ρ can be a misleading bond

indicator in metal-organic chemistry,23 because it is almost invariably positive, regardless the

undisputed covalent nature of metal ligands interactions, especially cogent when magnetic

super-exchange takes place.

In this respect, Gatti and Lasi,24 analysing the source function,25 demonstrated that most

of the topological indexes fail to properly classify the MM bonds. This failure mainly concerns
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the indices based on one electron properties, although the analysis of the energy density

H(r) at the BCP could partially restore the connection between QTAIM and molecular

orbital theory,23 allowing to undoubtedly identify the typical features of covalent bonding

(albeit weak). In the bridged isomer of Co2(CO)8, Finger et al.26 found a H(r) minimum

coinciding with the midpoint of the hypothetical CoCo bent-bond (of course, not associated

with any bond path in the electron density). They concluded that an interaction between

the two metals could be identified, even in the absence of a BCP. Fe2(CO)9 was even more

controversial, especially because Reinhold et al.27 found that the presence or absence of an

FeFe BCP was dependent on the one electron basis used. By making a molecular orbital

partition of the charge density, they could show that the bonding contribution is not totally

overcome by the corresponding anti-bonding one, justifying the FeFe delocalization index28

of 0.4 and claiming therefore a direct FeFe bond. On the other hand, still based on QTAIM

arguments, Bauschlicher Jr. et al.29 and Bo et al.30 came to the opposite conclusion that no

direct FeFe direct bond is present.

From this analysis of the literature, it is clear that the "traditional" QTAIM analysis of

MM bonded systems lacks of unambiguous criteria to solve two major issues: a) the direct

vs. indirect MM bond; b) the nature of the MM contribution to the bond. The limitations

of analysing just the electron density are summarized by Farrugia and Macchi in a recent

review: "We can safely draw some conclusions, but some open problems remain and will

probably continue do so - meaning that no direct link is probably possible between the concept

of bond order and actual observable properties." 6

Trying to overcome the limitations of QTAIM, Ponec31–34 investigated M2(CO)n systems

using Domain Averaged Fermi Hole (DAFH) analyses.35–37 DAFH addresses a direct MM

bond only for unsupported molecules, but M...CO interactions are also identified.34 Multi-

center bond is instead invoked for supported MM. This is a rephrasing of the original thesis

proposed by Heijser et al.38 The almost continuous bonding encompassing the transforma-

tion from unsupported to supported MM was first rationalized by Macchi et al.28 using
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delocalization indexes and anticipating the arguments later proposed by Ponec with DAFH

analysis. However, one should consider that the nature of the electronic interaction in a

system (two-center or multicenter, shared or closed-shell) does not necessarily inform us on

its actual contribution to the molecular stability, which remains an open question to be

discussed in the present work.

Given this scenario, it is evident that only a simultaneous breakdown of electron density

and electronic energy could solve the remaining ambiguities for a comprehensive analysis

of the metal-metal bond in carbonyl clusters. In this respect, the Interacting Quantum

Atoms (IQA) approach,39 an energy decomposition method based on the QTAIM real space

partitioning, may be the ideal tool. IQA has been previously used to obtain chemically

relevant information and to shed light on many aspects relative to chemical bonding and

binding in a wide variety of systems,40–46 including different metal-organic compounds.47–49

The purpose of this article is to carry out similar IQA analyses on the MM interaction and

bonding of the aforementioned dimetal polycarbonyl dimers.

The article is organized as it follows. First, we illustrate the basic concepts of the

IQA approach and the computational details. Then, we will discuss on the MM inter-

action for bridged (Co2(CO)8), C2v symmetry), unbridged (Co2(CO)8, [Fe2(CO)8]2−, D3d

symmetry) and semi-bridged ([FeCo(CO)8]−, Cs symmetry) systems, which are the pro-

totypical examples of the bonding schemes used in most of the previous studies on this

subject.12,16,26,28,31–33,50–52 The analysis of these results will enable us to draw conclusions.

Theory and Computational Details

The IQA methodology has been fully described in earlier studies,39,42,53–55 to which readers

can refer for a more detailed explanation. Summarizing, within QTAIM the following one-
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and two-basin partitioning of the molecular energy is used:

E =
∑
A

∫
ΩA

dr1

[
T̂ −

∑
B

ZB

r1B

]
ρ1(r1; r′1)

+
1

2

∑
A,B

∫
ΩA

dr1

∫
ΩB

dr2
ρ2(r1, r2)

r12

+
∑
A>B

ZAZB

RAB

(1)

where ΩA represents the atomic basin of atom A, and ρ1(r1; r′1) and ρ2(r1; r2) are the first and

second order reduced density matrices, respectively. The IQA approach joins now energetic

terms such that chemically meaningful objects appear, in the light of McWeeny’s theory of

electronic separabilitiy.56 Thus Eq. 1 becomes,

E =
∑
A

(TA + V AA
en + V AA

ee )

+
∑
A>B

(V AB
nn + V AB

en + V BA
en + V AB

ee )

=
∑
A

EA
self +

∑
A>B

EAB
int (2)

in which A,B represent atoms; i.e. atomic basins plus their corresponding nuclei. Intra–

basin contributions define an atomic self–energy, and all inter–basin ones the pairwise–

additive interaction energy between pairs of atoms. Interactions are read in the chemical

scale by decomposing ρ2 into coulombic and exchange–correlation contributions,

ρ2(r1; r2) = ρ(r1)ρ(r2)− ρxc
2 (r1; r2) (3)

(ρ(r1) = ρ1(r1; r1)). In equation (2), V AB
C is a purely coulombic term,

V AB
C =

∫
ΩA

dr1

∫
ΩB

dr2
ρ(r1)ρ(r2)

r12

(4)
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and V AB
xc is the exchange-correlation contribution to V AB

ee ,

V AB
xc = −

∫
ΩA

dr1

∫
ΩB

dr2
ρxc

2 (r1; r2)

r12

(5)

In this way,

EAB
int = V AB

cl + V AB
xc (6)

where V AB
cl is the classical interaction energy,

V AB
cl = (V AB

nn + V AB
en + V BA

en + V AB
C ) (7)

and V AB
xc is the purely quantum–mechanical exchange–correlation term, which contains the

covalent interaction between atoms A and B. In fact, the delocalization index (DI) between

atoms A and B, δAB, which is given by an expression very similar to Eq. 5,

δAB = 2

∫
ΩA

dr1

∫
ΩB

dr2 ρ
xc
2 (r1; r2) (8)

is a standard descriptor of the covalent bond order between both atoms in real space tech-

niques.57,58

All the electronic structure calculations of this work were performed with the GAMESS

code.59 The molecular geometries of bridged, semi-bridged and unbridged molecules were

optimized fixing their symmetries to C2v, Cs, and D3d, respectively (Figure 1). The standard

6-31G(d) basis-set (BS) was used for carbon and oxygen atoms whereas Hay-Wadt (HW)

small ECPs with their respective BSs were chosen for transition metals.60 The core density

was reconstructed using a standard procedure, already described by some of us.47

All the calculations were performed at the DFT level of theory using the PBE func-

tional.61 Despite its popularity, some caution should be taken whenever a DFT method is

used to calculate quantities which involve the 2nd order density matrix, like DIs or IQA

analyses. Indeed the construction of such a matrix form the Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals lacks
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of a real theoretical justification. Hence, properties as δAB or V AB
xc are approximated. De-

spite this, and probably due to the similarity between KS and HF wavefunctions, it has been

found that the DFT values are comparable to the HF ones62,63 and DFT provides a realis-

tic description of the MM bond.34,64,65 IQA analyses were performed with our PROMOLDEN

code.

Figure 1: Left, the geometry of a bridged dimer Co2(CO)8 (C2v symmetry); center, the
geometry of a semi-bridged dimer, like [FeCo(CO)8]− (Cs symmetry); right, the geometry of
unbridged dimer, like Co2(CO)8 or [Fe2(CO)8]2− (D3d symmetry) .

Results and Discussion

The unsupported dimers: Co2(CO)8 and [Fe2(CO)8]2−

IQA results for the two unbridged molecules are summarized in Table 1. Despite [Fe2(CO)8]2−

is di-anionic, the topological charges of the metals (QM) are very similar: 0.605 and 0.603

for Co and Fe respectively. On the contrary, the molecular charge strongly affects the MM

distance, being 2.648 Å in the neutral Cobalt system and 2.847 Å in the di-anionic Iron dimer.

As we will see, this elongation deeply affects the MM delocalization indexes and therefore

the covalent contribution to the global interaction energy. Using a different basis set and

DFT functionals, some of us reported in a previous paper28 δCoCo = 0.47 for Co2(CO)8,

comparable with δCoCo = 0.42 calculated in this work as described in the computational

details. This delocalization is anyway smaller than expected for a 2c2e homopolar bond (i.e.

1.0). The residual electrons are shared between each metal and the equatorial carbonyls
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bound to the other metal (vicinal carbonyls). In fact, the 1,3 M..CO interaction (Figure 2)

gives a δCoCOvicinal of ca 0.1. Counting all the six 1,3 M...CO interactions and adding the

CoCo sharing, we see that the total delocalization between the two moieties of the dimer

corresponds to one electron pair. On the other hand, the MM lengthening in [Fe2(CO)8]2−,

causes a smaller delocalization between the two metals (δFeFe = 0.314), whereas δFeCOvicinal is

similar to δCoCOvicinal .

The results reported above explain the electron sharing process, but as discussed in the

introduction we are interested in evaluating the actual sources of molecular stability. Thus,

we analyze now the MM bond in terms of IQA. Since the metal atoms are positively charged,

the electrostatic part of the MM interaction, V MM
cl , is obviously destabilizing, and because the

Co or Fe have similar charges, the amount of such destabilization (ca 0.06 au) is almost iden-

tical in the two compounds. The overall MM interaction energy, EMM
int , is slightly stabilizing

for the Co dimer but destabilizing for the Fe anion. This is due to the longer FeFe distance,

which reduces the electron delocalization hence the covalent term, V MM
xc . Noteworthy, Vxc

is always stabilizing (i.e. negative), but in [Fe2(CO)8]2− the MM electron sharing is not

large enough to compensate the coulombic repulsion giving a overall an unfavorable EMM
int .

Where does the stabilization comes from, then? The binding originates from the stabilizing

interaction between the Fe atom of one Fe(CO)4 moiety and the equatorial carbonyls of the

other, namely EFeCOvicinal
int = -0.043 au, see Table 1. This stabilization has itself two sources.

One is the electrostatic interaction between the positively charged metal and the negatively

charged oxygens, partly attenuated by the destabilization between the metal and the carbon

atoms, both positively charged. The other source is the 1,3 M...CO electron sharing, in this

case more favorable with the carbon (which is closer) but almost negligible with the oxygen.

From Table 1, we learn that the electrostatic component is three times larger (V MCOvicinal
cl =

-0.033 au; V MCOvicinal
xc = -0.011 au).

Table 1 shows that also for Co2(CO)8, the 1,3 Co..CO interactions play the dominant role
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Table 1: DFT PBE metal-metal distance, QTAIM integrated properties, and IQA energetics
profiles for the unbridged molecules. All data in atomic unit except distances in Angstrom.

M [Co2(CO)8] [Fe2(CO)8]2− M [Co2(CO)8] [Fe2(CO)8]2−

d(MM) 2.648 2.847 QM 0.605 0.603
δMM 0.425 0.314 V MM

cl 0.062 0.060
δMCOvicinal 0.101 0.107 V MCOvicinal

cl −0.014 −0.033
δMCvicinal 0.075 0.078 V MCvicinal

cl 0.078 0.064
δMOvicinal 0.026 0.029 V MOvicinal

cl −0.092 −0.097
EMM

int −0.006 0.060 V MM
xc −0.068 −0.048

EMCOvicinal
int −0.028 −0.043 V MCOvicinal

xc −0.014 −0.013
EMCvicinal

int 0.066 0.053 V MCvicinal
xc −0.012 −0.011

EMOvicinal

int −0.094 −0.100 V MOvicinal
xc −0.002 −0.002

in assembling the two moieties to form the molecule. In fact, the direct interaction between

the two metals (sum of covalent and electrostatic contributions), although stabilizing, is

smaller compared to the 1,3 Co...CO interactions. This observation is in keeping with what

was originally proposed by Brown et al.66 who computed with semi-empirical methods a

large stabilization in Mn2(CO)10 due to the 1,3 Mn...CO electrostatic interactions. The 1,3

M...CO interactions are stronger in the anion, because the π-acidic carbonyls localize the

electrons in excess, making C atoms less positively charged and O atoms more negative. As a

result, V MCOvicinal
cl is more stabilizing in the anion, despite the slightly longer M...O distances.

This favourable interaction is however compensated by a destabilization produced by the

interactions amongst the equatorial carbonyls of the two moieties, giving ECOeqCOeq

int = 0.031

au. On the contrary, in the neutral Co2(CO)8 the CO....CO interaction is slightly stabilizing

E
COeqCOeq

int = -0.015 au). In both dimers the electrostatic contribution to this interaction is

destabilizing, V COeqCOeq

cl is 0.010 au in Co2(CO)8 and 0.058 au in [Fe2(CO)8]2−. Nevertheless,

minor electron sharing is calculated amongst the equatorial carbonyls (δCOeqCOeq

Co2(CO)8 = 0.008

and δCOeqCOeq

[Fe2(CO)8]2− = 0.007, see the Supporting Information for more details) yielding a small

covalent contribution of V COeqCOeq
xc = -0.025 au and -0.027 au for Co2(CO)8 and [Fe2(CO)8]2−,

respectively. As discussed in our previous work on classical and non-classical metal carbonyl

complexes,63 the electron delocalization in the M-CO bonds is quite large, e.g. δFeCOax =
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1.3, and therefore the interaction energy is largely stabilizing, EFeCOax
int = -0.26 au (V FeCOax

cl

= 0.01 au; V FeCOax
xc = -0.27 au). We will not further discuss these interactions here, given

that the subject is actually the interaction between two metal moieties.

Figure 2: 1,3 M..CO interaction between M and one of the COvicinal in unsupported dimers.
This long interaction, characterized by a δMCOvicinal ca 0.1 and an EMCOvicinal

int ca −0.150 au,
has been found to be the main factor responsible for monomer binding.

The symmetrical bridge: Co2(CO)8

The more relevant IQA results for this molecule are collected in Table 2. As anticipated in the

introduction, bridged metal dimers do not show any direct MM bond path. Therefore, the

C2v isomer of Co2(CO)8 is perfectly representative of this class of compounds. The molecular

graph features two M-C bond paths for each bridging carbonyl, CObridge. The bridge implies

a shorter distance between the two moieties (dCoCo = 2.546 Å) compared to the unbridged

case (dCoCo = 2.648 Å). Despite the shorter contact, the delocalization index between the

two metals is smaller (δCoCo =0.33), because the two Cbridge atomic basins protrude into the

space region of the CoCo interaction. As commented in the introduction, it is now quite

accepted that a delocalized multicenter bond takes place amongst cobalts and the bridging

carbonyls. Summing δCoCo with δCoCObridge gives ca 2.0 electron pairs shared inside the bridge

system, which confirms the 3c2e nature of each bridge interaction.

It is again interesting to analyse the electron density distribution under the special per-

spective offered by IQA. The CoCo interaction is now associated with a destabilization,
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because the weaker electron sharing is not able to compensate the increased electrostatic

repulsion (0.009 au) between same charge atoms. Although QM is slightly smaller than in

the unbridged dimer, the MM distance is now shorter and therefore the coulombic desta-

bilization is larger. Given the smaller δCoCo, V CoCo
xc is also smaller than in unsupported

MM dimers. Interestingly, V CoCo
xc is very similar to that calculated for [Fe2(CO)8]2−, where

it is the longer MM distance that quenches the electron sharing. On the other hand, the

CoCObridge interactions are obviously weaker than the terminal Co-CO ones, given that the

bridging carbon is now sharing electrons with two metals and that the CoCbridge distance is

longer.

While for the unsupported dimers the molecular graph cannot provide a comprehen-

sive picture of the electron delocalization mechanism, for bridged dimers the IQA scenario

coincides with the through bond interaction identified by the QTAIM analysis of the elec-

tron density distribution, from theory as well as from experiment.67 In fact, the presence

of MCbridge bond paths, inwardly curved in the M-C-M ring was recognized as a clear sign

of multi-center bonding. Moreover, this view is in agreement with the DAFH picture, later

proposed by Ponec et al.32,34

The analysis of the individual ECoCObridge

int contributions reveals a quite large covalent

term (V MCbridge
xc = -0.161 au) and two strong coulombic interactions, though of opposite sign

(V MCbridge

cl = 0.094 au and V MObridge

cl = -0.121 au). Overall, this means that the stabilization

comes in part from the interaction between Co and C (ECoCObridge

int = -0.670 au), in which the

covalent term is dominating, and in part from the interaction between Co and O (V MObridge

int =

-0.136 au), in which the electrostatic part is overwhelming. Clearly, the observed molecular

graph is able to reveal only the former, because produced by electron sharing and therefore

with direct implications for the electron distribution, but not the latter, which is actually

more effective.
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Table 2: DFT PBE distances, QTAIM integrated properties, and IQA energetics profiles for
bridged and semi-bridged molecules. All data in atomic unit except distances in Angstrom.

M [Co2(CO)8] [FeCo(CO)8]− M [Co2(CO)8] [FeCo(CO)8]−

d(MM) 2.546 2.626 QCo 0.551 0.554
d(CoCbridge) 1.954 1.832 QFe 0.667
d(FeCbridge) 2.193
δMM 0.328 0.294 V MM

cl 0.071 0.075
δCoCObridge 0.824 1.008 V

CoCObridge

cl −0.027 −0.032
δCoCbridge 0.676 0.897 V

CoCbridge

cl 0.094 0.101
δCoObridge 0.148 0.183 V

CoObridge

cl −0.121 −0.133

δFeCObridge 0.543 V
FeCObridge

cl −0.055
δFeCbridge 0.442 V

FeCbridge

cl 0.091
δFeObridge 0.101 V

FeObridge

cl −0.146
EMM

int 0.025 0.030 V MM
xc −0.047 −0.045

E
CoCObridge

int −0.203 −0.267 V
MCObridge

xc −0.176 −0.236
E

CoCbridge

int −0.067 −0.117 V
CoCbridge
xc −0.161 −0.218

E
CoObridge

int −0.136 −0.150 V
CoObridge
xc −0.015 −0.018

E
FeCObridge

int −0.162 V
FeCObridge

xc −0.108
E

FeCbridge

int −0.006 V
FeCbridge
xc −0.098

E
FeObridge

int −0.156 V
FeObridge
xc −0.010

The semi-bridged molecule: [FeCo(CO)8]−

The more relevant IQA results for this molecule are collected in Table 2. [FeCo(CO)8]− is

isoelectronic with [Co2(CO)8], but it is known only in one isomer, the very peculiar "semi-

bridging" stereochemistry. Only one carbonyl approaches a bridging position, but remaining

closer to Co (dCoCbridge
= 1.832 Å, dFeCbridge

= 2.193 Å). As already reported, the molecular

graph of this compound is topologically equivalent to that of a symmetrical bridge, having

two MCbridge bond paths but no MM one.28 As in the other compounds, the metals are

positively charged, (QCo = 0.554; QFe = 0.667). Because of the negative charge and the

absence of a strong bridge, FeCo distance (dFeCo = 2.626 Å) is longer than in the bridged

isomer of Co2(CO)8 but shorter than the unbridged and double-charged [Fe2(CO)8]2− . The

delocalization indexes reflect the geometrical features: δCoFe = 0.29, similar to the anionic

unsupported bond or the neutral bridged bond; δCoCObridge = 1.00, similar to a normal termi-

nal carbonyl63 and definitely larger that the interaction in the symmetric bridge described
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above; δFeCObridge = 0.54, smaller than that of the symmetric bridge.

Again the IQA analysis enables the association of the electron density distribution with

the energy breakdown. While the MM interaction is extremely similar to that in the

Co2(CO)8 bridged isomer, more interesting is the analysis of the interaction between the

metals and Cbridge. The shorter bond, CoCObridge, features a strong quantum mechanical sta-

bilization (V CoCbridge
xc = -0.218 au), partially attenuated by the electrostatic repulsion between

two identically charged atoms (V CoCbridge

cl = 0.101 au), yielding a final CoCObridge interaction

energy of -0.117 au, comparable to that of terminal carbonyls.63 The Co-O term also con-

forms. For the FeCObridge interaction, the total interaction energy (EFeCObridge

int = -0.162 au),

contains three almost equally strong components: the stabilizing FeCbridge electron sharing,

the destabilizing FeCbridge electrostatic interaction and the stabilizing FeObridge, see Table 2.

It is interesting that just a minor perturbation of the terminal carbonyl produces a stronger

stabilization of the 1,3 M—CO interaction. Consequently, the semi-bridging appears as the

sum of an almost pure MCterminal and an almost pure MCbridge interactions. From Tables

1 and 2, one can estimate the stability provided by the various types of carbonyls to the

dimer. The ranking would be COsemi−bridging > CObridging > COterminal. However, one should

also consider that the presence of bridging or semi-bridging carbonyls significantly modifies

the stereochemistry at the metal centers and the 1,3 M...Co interactions are quite inhibited.

Therefore, although less stabilizing, terminal carbonyls enable to maximize the number of

1,3 M...CO and therefore they guarantee a stability similar of that of bridging groups.

Conclusions

In this paper, we have adopted for the first time the IQA method to investigate the full

conformational space of metal carbonyl dimers, showing that this approach is able to com-

plement the information normally available from traditional QTAIM analysis of the electron

density distribution, and even from analysis of the pair distribution. The simple molecular
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graph and the study of local properties of the electron density may not suffice to describe

the complexity of multicenter bonding, like that occurring in transition metal dimers. Even

if information on the electron delocalization is available, as from delocalization indexes or

DAFH, the relative importance of electron sharing and electrostatic interactions is not avail-

able. This is why IQA offers the more comprehensive view and helps sorting out ambiguities.

We can safely conclude that a delocalized multicenter MM bond is always present in

[M2(CO)8]n systems, involving the two metals and all the carbonyls insisting on the MM

connection (either terminal, semi-bridging or bridging). Of course, the interplay between

the MM and M-CO bonding configurations depends on the actual molecular geometry, but

the mechanism is basically the same, in keeping with previous formulations by Macchi et

al.28 and by Ponec and Gatti.33 This scheme is now corroborated not only by the calculated

electron sharing between the two metals (always smaller than one electron pair), but also by

the total MM interaction energies. The IQA analysis shows that there is always a strong MM

covalent component, which is normally opposed by an electrostatic repulsion. In fact, despite

being formally "zerovalent", the metals in carbonyl complexes always bear a positive charge

(ca. 0.5). The other covalent component arises of course from the electron sharing between

M and the carbonyl C, which decreases on going from terminal to bridging and eventually

to vicinal carbonyl. Nevertheless, this component is always present, even for the 1,3 M...CO

interactions, but of course its weight decreases along this series. There are two electrostatic

components in the M-CO interaction: one is always repulsive (M-C), the other is always

attractive (M-O). The M...O electrostatic attraction is the most important to explain the

stability of bridges and semi-bridges as well as to explain the relevant role of 1,3 M...CO in

gluing the two metal moieties in so-called "unsupported" metal-metal bond, in keeping with

the old hypothesis suggested by Brown.et al.,66 although based on highly approximated semi-

empirical calculations. In view of this latter observation, the term "unsupported" appears

inappropriate.

Some questions remain open, concerning the backdonation from M to CObridge, in par-
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ticular its role in the semi-bridging complex. It is generally supposed supposed that bridged

carbonyls are more π-acidic than terminal ones and that therefore a direct MM bond can

be formed only when no π acceptor ligand insist on the MM connection. We have recently

proposed a method that, combining IQA and DAFH approaches, is able to recover the molec-

ular orbital language from a real space descriptions.68 However, the computational efforts

for a full IQA-DAFH analysis is, at the moment, too expensive. A future parallelization of

PROMOLDEN code will allow to increase the size of the systems suitable to be studied with

this new approach.
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